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Motivation
 Location recommendation

 Understanding user’s potential interest
 Familiarizing with surrounding
 Discover interesting venues

 Geographical location is an important factor
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Motivation
 Location visit as implicit feedback

 Implicit feedback view
 Visited locations imply individual preference
 Visiting  frequency implies confidence of preference
 Unvisited locations may negative or positive

 Location types of implicit feedback
 Unvisited locations near activity area potentially negative
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Related Work
 Geographical modeling

 Power law assumption between visited locations (SIGIR’11)
 Geo clustering (AAAI’12 and KDD’13)
 Non-parametric modeling

 2-d kernel density estimation

 Collaborative filtering on location visit
 Non-negative matrix factorization (AAAI’12,KDD’13)

 Non-uniform distributed frequency distribution
 User-based collaborative filtering (SIGIR’11)

 Common visited locations
 Random walk on user-location bipartite graph with restart 

(SocialCom’11)
 Weighted regularized matrix factorization

 Work well in collaborative filtering for implicit feedback
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Task
 Geographical modeling 

 By 2d kernel density estimation
 Collaborative filtering on location visit 

 by weighted regularized matrix factorization
 GeoMF: A Joint model 

 Unifying 2d kernel density estimation with weighted 
regularized matrix factorization
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GeoMF
 Augmenting user latent factors with activity areas
 Augmenting location latent factors with influence 

areas
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GeoMF—Objective function
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𝑤𝑤𝑢𝑢,𝑖𝑖 = �1 + 𝛼𝛼 𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢,𝑖𝑖 if 𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢,𝑖𝑖 > 0
1 otherwise

non-negative ℓ𝟏𝟏 norm

X Y

P QR

 𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢,𝑖𝑖 visit frequency
𝛼𝛼 ⋅ monotone increasing
 large visit freq., large weight
 large weight => accurate approx.



2d kernel density estimation
 The influence on each grid from  locations is subject 

to Gaussian distribution
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𝒖𝒖-> 𝒊𝒊 geographical preference 



Optimization
 Iterative Alternative Learning

 Fixed 𝑋𝑋, update 𝑃𝑃 and 𝑄𝑄

 Time complexity
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Optimization
 Fixed 𝑃𝑃 and 𝑄𝑄, update 𝑋𝑋

 Projected  Gradient Descent
 𝛼𝛼 is chosen so as to ensure the sufficient decrease of the 

objective function

 Time complexity 
 𝑛𝑛 ̅𝚤𝚤 is the number of influence area
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Distinguishing Unvisited Locations
 When fix 𝑋𝑋, actually approximate �𝑅𝑅 = 𝑅𝑅 − 𝑋𝑋𝑌𝑌𝑇𝑇

 For a given user 𝑢𝑢, �̂�𝑟𝑢𝑢,𝑖𝑖 = 𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑢,𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥𝑢𝑢𝑇𝑇𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖
 For location i around activity area of user 𝑢𝑢, �̂�𝑟𝑢𝑢,𝑖𝑖 < 0
 |�̂�𝑟𝑢𝑢,𝑖𝑖| depends on visit frequency to activity area of user 𝑢𝑢
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Unvisited locations around frequented 
visited areas are high likely to be negative



Datasets and Settings
 Jiepang, a LBSN from China, similar to Foursquare

 70% training and 30% testing, 5 independent trials
 Evaluation metric

 Recall
 Precision
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Study of matrix factorization
 Baseline:

 User-based collaborative filtering (UCF)
 Bayesian non-negative matrix factorization (B-NMF)
 Regularized SVD (MF-01)
 Matrix factorization on visiting frequency matrix (MF-Freq)
 Weighted reg. matrix factorization with bias (WMF-B)
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Study of matrix factorization
 WMF outperforms UCF and NMF
 WMF outperforms MF-01

 Implying the effect of weighted loss function
 WMF-B comparable to WMF

 No big effect via modeling location bias
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Study of Modeling Spatial 
Clustering Phenomenon
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 Ignore latent factors of users and items (GeoWLS
 Under different parameters (d influence distance, 𝜆𝜆 sparsity 

regularizer )
 Compared to 2D-KDE
 Compare to non-weighted version (GeoLS)



Study of Modeling Spatial 
Clustering Phenomenon

 GeoWLS is better than GeoLS
 GeoWLS is better than 2d-KDE
 Sparsity promoting efficiency and effectiveness
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Weighted squared loss function on 0/1 rating 
matrix is useful for geographical modeling



Compare with baselines
 GeoMF outperform WMF and GeoWLS
 Geographical modeling could enhance matrix 

factorzation.
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Conclusion
 Propose 2d-kernel density estimation for 

geographical modeling
 Further propose an optimization algorithm

 Suggest weighted matrix factorization for 
recommendation on location visit data

 Propose GeoMF model for joint geographical model 
and matrix factorization

 Propose the learning algorithm for GeoMF and 
perform the analysis to its time complexity
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